
Consolidate print servers, minimize print-related 
WAN traffic and reduce administration costs - 
with improved printing speed and reliability.  

Single Server Printing

Cirrato One is the industry-shaping single server printing software that manages up to  
30,000 printers and all printer drivers with one corporate server. Large organizations benefit 
from complete control over printing with unmatched redundancy and scalability, whilst 
minimizing IT infrastructure cost, support cost and environmental impact.

Description  

One server can manage up to 30,000 
printers or print queues, enabling you  
to remove all your print spool servers. 
Even if the Cirrato server cannot be 
reached, full system-wide printing still 
works through direct  printing  
redundancy. 
 
Removing print servers, even if the 
physical hardware is shared between  
several (server) roles, opens up future  
centralization and/or consolidation 
options, reduces administration, and 
improves control,  all directly 
impacting the bottom line.
 
Switching to Cirrato typically requires 
no end-user adjustment or education. 
Printouts are delivered quicker and 
with less hassle for users, network  
support staff and administrators.

How it works 

Cirrato One creates a light, incredibly 
robust and fully scalable printing  
infrastructure that just works. When 
users print, the computer sends a 
small message (a “ticket”) to the 
Cirrato server. Cirrato ensures that  
the user has the correct user rights 
and drivers (if not, it updates them 
automatically), and gives permission 
to print.  
 
The print job is sent directly to the 
correct printer  rather than being sent 
to a print server.  
 
But what if the client loses contact 
with the server? In a traditional  
environment, printing would come to 
a full stop. But Cirrato One switches 
to redundancy mode and prints using 
previous settings. With Cirrato One, 
printing always works.

Qualifying questions 

• Do you have offices at various 
locations?

• Do you have more than 50  
network printers?

• Do you have different brands of 
network printers?

• Do you have more than one print 
server?

• Do you have USB printers?

If you have answered yes to any of 
these questions, Cirrato can help you 
save costs and improve printing.

Also learn about:
- Secure Printing
- Bandwidth Reduction
- Centralized Driver Management
- Managing USB Printers
- Administration Portals
 
  Visit www.cirrato.com for  
  more information
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